Fundraising is changing. Velocity 2.0 makes sure you change right along with it.

This one-of-a-kind training program shapes passionate marketers and fundraisers into movement builders who will create sustainable change for Pittsburgh.

**LEVEL 1: CORE**  
Intro to Best Practices & Strategies  
up to 80 participants

**LEVEL 2: ADVANCED**  
Deep Dive into Experiential Learning & Strategic Coaching  
up to 15 participants

**Why you should apply to Velocity 2.0**
- Replace frantic fundraising with an internal culture of giving.
- Create deep donor/constituent connections for larger gifts over a longer term.
- Tell your story the right way and learn why all emotion isn’t necessarily productive emotion.
- Enhance your value to your organization and the nonprofit community.

Other organizations pay thousands of dollars for the extent and level of training offered by Velocity 2.0.

Achieve works with countless nonprofits, social enterprises and cause arms of major companies worldwide to create valuable and lasting change in communities.